The Top 10 Reasons
Why the Holy Spirit is Important to Preaching

10. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…Bible (to preach).
    AKA: INSPIRATION

9. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…preacher (of the Bible).
    AKA: CONVERSION & CALL

8. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…one to hear the Word (and be saved).
    AKA: REGENERATION

7. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…understanding of the Bible.
    AKA: ILLUMINATION

6. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…blessing from the Word.
    AKA: AUTHENTICATION

5. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…power in preaching.
    AKA: UNCTION

4. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…testimony of Jesus as Lord.
    AKA: PROCLAMATION

3. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…brokenness over sin.
    AKA: CONVICTION

2. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…grace.
    AKA: COMMUNION

1. Without the Holy Spirit, there would be no…change in our lives.
    AKA: SANCTIFICATION